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With the successful end
of the Second World
War, many American
military aircraft con-

tracts were cancelled literally
overnight, a few others — including
some experimental types — were
allowed to live on. One of these
experimental aircraft that was
allowed to survive was the EDO
XOSE-1, a unique single-seat sea-
plane designed to be catapulted from
battleships and cruisers at sea. This aircraft was built by a
famous and well-established firm that had, rather surprising-
ly, built only three airplanes in its previous 19-years of exis-
tence. Furthermore, the small scout was powered by an air-
craft engine that had been trying to make the grade for near-
ly 15-years.

The designation XOSE-1 stood for Experimental
Observation-Scout, the first OS model by EDO, initial con-
figuration. The OS designation combined two long-estab-

lished and somewhat overlapping roles of naval aircraft, so
let’s look at the background and

see where the XOSE-1
fitted into the

plan.
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THE FLEET

On its beaching gear and with wings
folded, the EDO XOSE-1 made a small,

neat package. Note the excellent visibility
from the semi-bubble canopy and the

tightly cowled Ranger V-770 engine.

OBSERVERS 
VS. SCOUTS

Designated Observation and
Scouting planes have had a confus-
ing career in the US Navy. In 1922,
when the O-for-Observation and S-
for-Scout symbols were made part of
the Navy’s new letter designation
system, the two types were notably
different and had separate and clear-
ly understood roles.

O-types were in continuous pro-
duction from 1922, starting with the 200-hp Vought UO-1, to
1934. The letter U identified Vought in the new system; the
logical letter V was already the symbol for heavier-than-air air-
craft and figured in squadron designations, as VF-5 for Fighter
Squadron Five, so was not used to identify aircraft manufactur-
ers until applied to Vega and Vultee in World War II. 
Vought was the major O-plane producer,
ending with the 600-hp O3U-6 of 1934.
Curtiss and Loening sold less-

er quantities of
420-hp OCs,

O2Cs and
OLs, while

n e a r l y -
forgot-

t e n
Ber-

l iner-
Joyce

OJ com-
pleted the

Navy's inventory of
production O models.

Scouts started at the
same time with the 525-hp

Curtiss CS-1, which was later
built by Martin as the SC-1
after Martin underbid Curtiss
on a follow-on order for the

Navy-owned design. The plane, itself,
had been designed by the Navy, but its

manufacture was farmed out to the industry.

The EDO Malolo was an attempt to create a
three-seat private seaplane, but did not progress
past the first aircraft that was completed in 1927
— just in time for the Great Depression.
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